Expression of beta-adrenergic receptor up-regulation is mediated by two different processes.
Mechanisms of up-regulation of beta-adrenergic receptors (beta-ARs) induced by sustained exposure to 10(-8) M nadolol, a non-selective beta-AR antagonist, were examined using mouse cerebrocortical neurons. Nadolol dose- and time-dependently increased [3H]CGP-12177 bindings to the particulate fractions. This increase occurred 6 h and attained its plateau 12 h after the exposure, whereas beta1- and beta2-AR mRNA significantly increased 24 h and attained their plateaus 3 days after the exposure. Scatchard analysis revealed that the increased bindings were due to increase of receptor density. The [3H]CGP-12177 bindings to beta1- and beta2-ARs increased both 12 h and 5 days after the exposure. Although cycloheximide (CHX) decreased the bindings with or without nadolol, the extent of increase of the bindings induced by nadolol was not affected by CHX. Actinomycin D (AD) with nadolol showed no affects on the bindings 12 h after nadolol exposure, while AD treated 6 h after nadolol exposure significantly reduced the bindings 48 h after nadolol exposure. During 24 h after nadolol exposure, the increase in proteins of beta1- and beta2-ARs in the neuronal membrane was due to the increased receptor protein translocation from cytosol to membrane. These results indicate that the up-regulation of beta-ARs induced by nadolol is mediated by, at least, two different processes, one is increase in translocation of receptor proteins from cytosol to membrane with no changes in synthesis of receptor proteins and their mRNA and another is dependent on receptor protein synthesis with increased synthesis of their mRNA.